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This research praxis aims to describe the management of the quality of
pesantren education in the wake of the disruption of government
policies regarding the pesantren law. Therefore, government
intervention can significantly influence the implementation of
pesantren education in Indonesia. This research uses a library research
approach, and practically produces several appeals; a) management of
pesantren education after the enactment of the pesantren law gave birth
to several aspects; as a form of government recognition of pesantren
with its distinctiveness as an Islamic education; the development of
pesantren is not only an internal responsibility of pesantren, but also
the community and government; b) quality management of pesantren
education is the result of construction of the values of al-Qur'an and alHadith, internalisation of these values, then gave birth to a proto type
of quality management of pesantren that is different from general
education, through three approaches: quality planning, quality control
and quality improvement; c) management of the quality of pesantren
education is carried out in continuous improvement, through several
approaches namely: plan, do, check, and act, so that the quality that is
built really matches the expectations of the community and strengthens
the existence of pesantren education.
Key words: Pesantren Quality Management, Government Intervention and
Pesantren Law.
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Introduction
Sociologically, the presence of pesantren since the twentieth century has made various
contributions in the midst of society (Sayono, 2005). Therefore, the existence of pesantren
education is not only identical with Islam, but also contains the meaning of Indonesianness,
(Madjid, 1985). Besides that, the portrait of pesantren education is not only understood as a
religious social institution (al-haiah al ta'lim wa al-tarbiyah), but also functions as a social
institution (al-haiah al ta'awuny wa al takafuly wal al ittijaahi); even the existence of
pesantren is also used as a place of struggle (al-haiah al-jihaadi li'izzi al-Islaami wal
muslimin) for Muslims as in the initial phase of achieving independence, (Rahardjo, 2002). In
this context, pesantren education has significantly demonstrated its role in the midst of
society; therefore it is not wrong if the existence of pesantren is central to the development of
Islamic education. The development of pesantren education dynamically continues to roll
along with the opening of various educational programs under the auspices of pesantren; this
is something that is encouraging, but in quality pesantren education must be able to compete
with other education. Based on the latest data from the Department of Religion in 2001, the
number of pesantren throughout Indonesia has reached 11,312, with 2,737,805 students,
while the distribution of pesantren, around 8,829 or 78.05%, are in rural areas and are the
basis of movements to improve the quality of human resources. In reality, the management of
pesantren is an important part of continuing quality improvement in education, especially
after the existence of pesantren policies and laws issued by the government as part of the
national education system. Therefore, management of the quality of pesantren education is
expected to be a top priority in order to meet the expectations and needs of the community
(social demand) as well as a response to the occurrence of the industrial revolution 4.0 today,
(Tutty & Rosa, 2019).
At the level of reality, the portrait of pesantren education in the last few years has shown its
work in various lives in Indonesia. Because of that the pesantren education system is believed
to be the last resort for the formation of morality (Fauzi, 2018b); besides that the pesantren is
also a centre for the integration of the development of knowledge, as well as being a mind
controller for future Islamic education which is oriented towards religious and moral values.
Therefore, pesantren graduates are expected to have two abilities, namely mastery and depth
in the religious field as well as knowledge and technology accompanied by spiritual values as
core values and core beliefs of pesantren education, (Ramkumar.A, 2018). The dynamics of
pesantren education in essence cannot be separated from various managements, even though
the existence of pesantren has shown its glory and its age. In this context, the dynamics of
pesantren education institutionally began to change from salafiyah pesantren which focused
more on the field of security (tafaqquh fiddin) to produce Islamic religious experts, towards a
model of kholafiyah pesantren education model that prioritised the aspects of skills and
abilities by giving birth to graduates who had integrity between spiritual depth, moral
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grandeur, breadth of knowledge and professional skills breathing the values of the Koran and
al-Hadith, (Aziz, Raza, & Aldeehani, 2020), so that pesantren graduates are expected to enter
the workforce while still adhering to the classical scientific tradition (Azra, 2010).
In this context, as an effort to improve the quality of pesantren, transformation is needed in
various managements, in line with global competition and requires pesantren education to
continue to improve its quality (good school), through the management of pesantren quality
development, taking into account the standardisation of the implementation pesantren as
regulated in the Pesantren Law No18, 2019. Thus the management of pesantren education
after the enactment of the pesantren law gave birth to various interpretations among
practitioners of Islamic education, both in positive and negative views, among others: a) give
recognition and independence to pesantren based on its uniqueness as an Islamic educational
institution, b) as a legal foundation and recognition of the role of pesantren in the middle of
the community, c) development of pesantren is not only an internal responsibility of
pesantren, but also a responsibility of the government in the realm of improving human
resources and the development process of the whole human being, d) the existence of
government intervention on the management of pesantren and causing the pesantren's
uniqueness to decline, f) the management of the pesantren education system is projected to no
longer be an independent Islamic educational institution, (Mas’ud, 2004).
In praxis, this research is more focused on managing the quality of pesantren, after the
enactment of the pesantren Law and is expected to strengthen the role of pesantren
throughout Indonesia, even though some people perceive a decline in the values of pesantren
from transfer to reasoning, or prioritises the formal form rather than the inner form; therefore
the management of pesantren is essentially different from other educational institutions. In
the above context, the management of pesantren education is a manifestation of the values of
the Koran and al -Hadits as a basic belief in the management of pesantren, so that it can
deliver the pesantren's harmony and progress. The dynamics of the development of the
quality of pesantren education over the past few decades, has experienced significant
changes, the presence of pesaren pesa is not only understood as an educational institution
oriented to the teaching of religious science, but now pesantren has included various
teachings in the field of natural sciences such as science and technology based on Islamic
values. Therefore, the management of pesantren education is essentially a shared
responsibility, between internal pesantren namely kiai, community and government, such
views as explained in the pesantren Law No. 18 of 2019, as a legal basis for managing the
quality of pesantren education, so that pesantren graduates are truly in accordance with
community expectations.
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Method
This research is more focused on the management of the development of pesantren education
quality; the significance between management and quality are two inseparable entities, even
the quality of pesantren education is essentially a part of management construction, (Robert
Bognan, 1992).Therefore, the management of pesantren quality after the enactment of
government policy with the pesantren law, needs to analyse the extent to which the law can
contribute to the development of pesantren education quality, or on the contrary it can cause
concern and become an obstacle to the management and development of pesantren quality;
this view is due to the existence government intervention in the management of pesantren
education in Indonesia. Therefore, to provide a holistic and in-depth understanding, this study
uses qualitative research with a type of library research based on literature as the primary
primary data is the Islamic Boarding School Law No. 18 of 2019, and a search of government
policies regarding the pesantren education system, while secondary data in the form of
thoughts of the figures in the field of pesantren education, as supporting data for this research
study (Alvesson, 2000). In addition, the researchers then interpreted the data on all data
obtained with the aim of capturing the meaning behind the phenomena above, namely
describing and interpreting the implementation of the pesantren law on the management of
the pesantren education system, (Patton, 1980).
Literature Review
Paradigm; Pesantren Education Quality Management
At the level of reality, the quality management of pesantren in the last few years has become
one of the central issues, especially after the Pesantren Law No. 18 of 2019 had been passed
by President Joko Widodo on October 15, 2019; the existence of pesantren education today
faces new challenges in increasing the quality of its graduates. This view is based on the
legality of the pesantren policies and laws that pesantren graduates are aligned with education
in general; besides that the management of pesantren education is not only the responsibility
of the pesantren internally, but also the community and government. In this context, the
existence of government intervention in various managements, requires the role of pesantren
to improve the quality of its graduates in accordance with current developments, as stipulated
in the pesantren Law based on pesantren standardisation and needs. Thus as an effort to
improve the quality of pesantren; various changes in management are needed by utilising
various sources and potential in the pesantren's internal affairs, (Sumintono, 2009).
The various problems of Islamic education including pesantren today are faced with various
problems, ranging from inputs, processes and outputs of Islamic education that have not been
able to meet the demands and expectations of the community, and this condition is not only
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faced by pesantren education, but also other general education; this is as explained in the
human development index, even based on survey results (the political and economic risk
consultant), and the results of studies from the third international mathematics, science study
repeat and educational performance, which states that the quality of education in Indonesia is
still classified as very low and has not been able to give birth to public awareness about the
importance of quality education and improving the quality of human resources, (Heck &
Hallinger, 2005). Based on data from Balitbang seciret 146,052 primary schools in Indonesia
and only eight schools or madrasas received world recognition in the category the primary
years program, while at the secondary level of 20,918 only eight schools received
recognition and included in the category the middle years program, while from 8,036 senior
high schools there were only seven schools that received recognition from the diploma
program in the category of good quality education (Hasan, 2012).
In this context, the management of the quality of pesantren education is basically an
important part in improving the quality of pesantren graduates (Nasution, 2004). Therefore,
as an effort to bring forth the intended quality, a framework of thinking rationally and deeply
is needed, based on the values of the Koran and al-Hadith, as the basis for organising
pesantren education by understanding what the hopes and needs of the community are.
Conceptually, quality is the perspective of each individual through his thoughts on education
accompanied by various hopes and goals, such a view as seen in the administration of
pesantren education, that the presence of pesantren is essentially established to give birth to
graduates who have an understanding in the field of Islamic science accompanied by faith
and devotion berakhakul karimah, (Pesantren Law No. 18, Article 3 of 2019., Wahyunanto,
Kaur, & Singh, 2020). At the theoretical level, quality has various interpretations and it is
difficult to describe something that is considered quality, (Fandy Tjiptono & Anastasia Diana,
2003), but in practice Goetsch and Davis interpret quality as a result, product, process and
service. Thus quality is a concept or ideals that are formulated in the vision and objectives of
pesantren education, so that they are then presented as a quality, which is in accordance with
the expectations and needs of the community.
In this context, the quality management of pesantren education, is a concept that is built
through the internalisation of the values of the Koran and al-Hadith as a basis, strategy,
mechanism and procedure for the organisation of pesantren education, while also being
oriented to satisfaction in accordance with expectations, demands and needs of the
community, both inside the organisation (internal customers) and people outside the
organisation (external customers). Therefore, the management of the quality of pesantren
education is basically understood as a form of involvement of all elements in the organisation
which are then manifested in the pesantren's vision and mission, curriculum design and
learning process based on the characteristics of each pesantren. In this context, vision is the
main element in building the quality of pesantren education, so that it can then influence the
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shape of the curriculum and learning activities. This view is as stated by Tim Hannagan : a
mission or vision statement written by a company representing what it is about, it describes
an organisation's basic purpose. It should encapsulate the purpose of the company and
provide a clear idea of the business of the company, while being sufficiently vague to include
all aspects of the activities of the company, so the mission is a statement made by the
organisation to describe a goal and view of the future, (Hannagan, 2002)
Internalisation; Values of Pesantren Education
The portrait of pesantren education is essentially inseparable from the Koran and al-Hadith as
the basis for organising a pesantren education, both conceptually and operationally.
Internalisation of values is then transmitted in various pesantren managements, so that it can
affect all individual actions and behaviour in the organisation; this view Spanger explains in
his theory (the types of man), that each individual basically has a tendency towards something
based on a value system, including: instrumental value, terminal value, instrumental, extrinsic
value, personal values and social values, so that this later becomes the basis for the formation
of attitudes, behaviour, motivation and performance culture in organisations. Besides that, it
is also understood to be able to inspire the entire boarding school management, including in
building a vision and mission, goals, curriculum development, learning activities and quality
management of pesantren graduates. Therefore, the management of pesantren has its own
uniqueness and is different from education in general, by placing the value system as a main
controller for Islamic education oriented to religious and moral values.
At the level of reality, internalisation of these values is operationally the basis for the
management of pesantren education. Therefore, the value system is understood as a set of
rules and policies developed by pesantren to influence, and drive individual actions by
transmitting the values referred to in various managerial activities, in the fields of curriculum,
leadership, learning and quality management of pesantren education (Naronha, 2002a). In the
perspective of Milton Roceah, values are interpreted as a belief and are within the scope of
social action regarding something deemed appropriate to do and avoid (Rokeach, 1973); the
value system is then believed to be a transformation of the institutional development of
pesantren education. This view is explained by Fraenkel, that values are basically understood
as a standard of behaviour in various aspects of social life, including in the organisational
environment, while Victor E Frankl explained that people have enough to live, but nothing to
live for, they have the means, but no meaning; value is something that is essential in the life
of an individual and can influence his/her social actions, as part of organisational goals,
(Victor E, 985).
Theoretically, values are essentially understood as a form of trust regarding the actions and
social behaviour of individuals, including in building organisational culture and managing the
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quality of pesantren education. Therefore, the pesantren management paradigm is basically
different from the management of education in schools, both conceptually and operationally.
Conceptually, the management of pesantren education is a result of the construction of the
internalisation of the values of the Qur'an and al-Hadith, as the basis for managing the
pesantren. Whereas operationally, the value system then colours various pesantren education
managements, and is believed to inspire, influence and drive the social behaviour of
individuals in the organisation. In this context, management of pesantren education is
understood as one of a series of activities through the process of planning, organising,
implementing and evaluating in managing the quality of pesantren in accordance with
customer expectations and satisfaction (Fatkuroji, 2012).
Pesantren Quality Management in the Pesantren Law Policy
The portrait of pesantren education as a social religious institution and education cannot be
separated from several aspects as the main pillars of the establishment of pesantren, among
others: kiai, santri, pondok, mosque and yellow book learning. The five elements can be
inherited in the management of pesantren education, both in the field of human resources,
curriculum, finance, learning activities and the development of the quality of pesantren
education (Cheng, 2020). Therefore, pesantren management has a uniqueness and is
significantly different from education in general; this view is stated in the Pesantren Law that
the management of pesantren education quality is essentially the responsibility of the kiai,
starting from the process of preparing the quality plan, implementing quality and evaluating
quality according with community needs, (Lukianova, Androshchuk, & Banit, 2019). Thus
the presence of the kiai is expected to determine and formulate the standardisation of the
quality management of pesantren education, (Pesantren Law No. 18, Article 27). In this
context, the management of the quality of pesantren education is interpreted as a process of
coordinating and utilising several resources owned by the pesantren through planning,
organising, implementing and evaluating to achieve a pesantren educational organisation's
goals (Mahfouz, Sultan, & Abidin, 2019).
In this context, managing the quality of pesantren education basically does not only require
the products produced to meet standards, but rather emphasises the processes and procedures
so that they can produce good products. Therefore, managing the quality of pesantren
education requires several stages and processes on an ongoing basis, by focusing on the
customer; thus the existence of pesantren education is said to be of quality if it can provide
services according to the needs and expectations of the community, (Salis, 2002).
Theoretically, the concept of quality actually has various interpretations which are then
understood as part of products and services that are flexible, with the aim of meeting the
needs of the community. This view, as stated by Gravin and Ross, divides quality into several
stages, including: the transcendental approach, understood as values, norms and systems; the
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product based approach, which can be quantified and measured; the user based approach,
understood as someone's thinking; the value based approach, is part of the value system; the
manufacturing based approach, understood as the process of setting standards that have been
determined by the organisation, (Lippo, 1984).
Thus the management of pesantren education quality is expected to be achieved effectively,
by transmitting pesantren values such as; openness, professionalism, transparency, honesty,
sustainability, morality, responsibility and commitment in all pesantren programs, as well as
involving all strict orders both from internal pesantren, society and government in managing
the quality of pesantren education, (Fauzi, 2018a). This view is explained by Lesley Munro
Faure and Malcolm, that the involvement of all components in the organisation determines
the development of the quality of an education, through several stages, namely: a)
formulating the quality of pesantren education, b) internalising the values of al-Qur'an and alHadith in the formulation of quality, c) pesantren education must be able to bridge the needs
of today's society, d) oriented towards universal values, e) building cooperation and
continuous quality improvement by focusing on users. In this context, community and
government involvement is expected to encourage the development of the quality of
pesantren education, by providing various inputs to the development of pesantren institutions,
rather than being understood as obstacles to the progress of pesantren education, (Marshal
Sashkin & Kisser, 1993).
Pesantren Quality Management Model
At the praxis level, operational quality management of pesantren education requires a
continuous quality improvement process; this view is based on the dynamics of the
development of pesantren education from salafiyah pesantren which prioritises the field of
religion (tafaqquh fiddin) to produce Islamic religious experts (mutafaqqih fiddin), towards a
kholafiyah pesantren that is more skill-oriented, so that it can give birth to pesantren
graduates with scientific integrity between spiritual depth, moral grandeur, and a breadth of
knowledge supported by skills; pesantren graduates are expected to enter the workforce
while still adhering to the tradition of classical Islamic scholarship . Thus as an effort to build
the quality of pesantren education, a management cycle is needed through several stages
including: first (plan), the leadership of the pesantren must formulate a plan to carry out a
process of improvement, by understanding the various problems encountered; second, (do)
the leadership of the pesantren must implement the plan that has been set; third, (check) the
leadership of the pesantren must be able to carry out a process of observation of the entire
plan referred to, then do the next planning; fourth, (act) this step is an overall part of the
planning to improve the quality of pesantren education, so that the quality of the construction
is truly in accordance with community expectations, even though the quality has been
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achieved, the quality improvement process continues to be carried out continuously and
revolves on the first plan, (Marshal Sashkin & Kisser, 1993).
In this context, the quality of pesantren education is essentially understood as an ideal view of
the implementation of education to bridge the needs and expectations of the community.
Therefore, managing the quality of pesantren is a strategic part of improving the quality of
education, through a process of planning, organising implementation and evaluating on an
ongoing basis. This view, as stated by Joseph Juran, is that quality management can run
effectively if it meets three components, namely: quality planning, quality control,
organisational issues and quality improvement. In praxis, quality management of pesantren
must be able to identify all the needs of the community and translate it into a program, thus
the essence of quality management of pesantren education is truly in accordance with
community needs (fitness for use); thus the portrait of pesantren education requires
professional management, so that it can give birth the quality of graduates who are
marketable in accordance with the standards set by the pesantren.
Theoretical Model; Pesantren Education Quality Management
In praxis, the quality of pesantren education is essentially a value system built to bridge the
needs of the community, based on universal values guided by the Qur'an and al-Hadith, as
well as standardising the management of pesantren education quality. Thus, the significance
of praxis quality management will have an impact on the existence of the pesantren education
system, and therefore the quality management of pesantren education becomes an important
part of the dynamics of pesantren institutional development. In this context, the application of
the quality management of pesantren education requires good and professional management,
based on the quality standards that have been built, as well as the involvement of all
stakeholders, from the internal boarding schools, the community and the government
(Naronha, 2002b). The involvement of the community and the government is basically
understood as a form of participatory and dialogical relations in supporting various pesantren
education quality management programs, even those relationships have started since the first
priodisation of the pesantren's presence, as a religious social education institution and
liberation of all domestication and taming (social and cultural domestication); the
involvement of the government in pesantren education sector gives legitimacy and recognises
pesantren as part of the national education system. Thus the relationship is intended to make
pesanten education still survive in providing various contributions as an Islamic educational
institution in the midst of society today.
In this context, management of the quality of pesantren education must be carried out
managerially through three approaches, including: 1) quality planning, at this stage the
quality planning of pesantren education is more focused on determining the needs and
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expectations of the community; besides that quality planning is understood as design and
service design in accordance with the outputs and outcomes of pesantren education.
Therefore, the essence of quality planning involves several aspects, namely; identifying
community needs, determining community needs, meeting the needs of the community and
creating quality, 2) quality control: quality control is an important part of ensuring that the
management of the quality of pesantren education is in accordance with established plans, 3)
quality improvement: improving the quality of pesantren education can strengthen public
trust in the intended education system. Besides that, operational quality management of
pesantren education is expected to be able to build a culture or climate of performance and
refer to core products, between conformance to specifications and the needs and expectations
of the community, as stipulated in the standardisation of graduates of pesantren, so that the
quality of pesantren education becomes a special attraction among the people. Thus to
provide a holistic and in-depth understanding of the quality management model of pesantren
education in the pesantren law policy in Indonesia the researcher can describe as follows:
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Theoretical Models of Pesantren Education Quality Management
Based on the theoretic building, the quality management of pesantren education is basically
built through internalisation of universal values sourced from the Qur'an and al-Hadith, as
well as being the main foundation for the organisation of pesantren education both
conceptually and operationally. In addition, the management of the quality of pesantren
education is carried out through identification of various community needs and actualising in
all the quality development programs referred to, in accordance with government policy and
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pesantren law, the yellow book; the five elements then gave birth to a value system and
became part of the pesantren education sub-culture, and can significantly colour various
pesantren education managements, both in the field of human resource management,
curriculum management, learning management, financial management, public relations
management even at management of the quality of pesantren education. Thus the portrait of
pesantren education management is basically understood to have its own peculiarities; this
view is stated in the pesantren law that the management of the quality of pesantren education
is essentially an internal responsibility of the pesantren namely kiai, community and
government.
In this context, the significance of the pesantren value system, the pesantren culture and the
involvement of the community and government, gave birth to a quality management model
that is different from other educational institutions. Therefore, practically, the quality
management of pesantren education is carried out through three approaches, including: a)
quality planning - quality planning for pesantren education is focused according to the needs
and expectations of the community (conformance to specification). Therefore, the essence of
quality planning involves several aspects, namely: identify community needs; determine
community needs; meet the needs of the community and create a quality process, b) quality
control is an important part of ensuring that the quality management above is in accordance
with the plans set by the pesantren education, b) quality improvement - improving the quality
of pesantren education can strengthen public trust in the pesantren education system
(Sakerani et al.).
In addition, the achievement of the quality of pesantren education does not only stop at a
certain point, but the quality management in question must be carried out continuously
(continuous improvement) accompanied by various expectations and ideal goals (Ode, Akhiri,
& Hidaryatiningsih, 2019). Therefore, praxis in terms of quality development can be carried
out through several stages, among others: first (plan), the leadership of the pesantren must
formulate a plan to carry out a process of improvement, by understanding the various
problems encountered; second, (do) in this case the leadership of the pesantren must carry out
the plans that have been set previously; third, (check) the leadership of the pesantren must be
able to carry out the process of observing the overall plan referred, based on various
weaknesses then the next planning is carried out, and fourth, (act) this step is an overall part
of planning to improve the quality of pesantren education, so that the quality of the yag is
built really well in accordance with community expectations; even though the quality has
been achieved, the quality improvement process continues to be carried out continuously and
revolves on the first plan, (Mahfouz et al., 2019).
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Conclusion
This praxis research can produce several additions, including: the presence of pesantren has
significantly contributed to various contributions both as a religious social institution and as
an education institution. Therefore, the existence of pesantren education is constantly
changing from salafiyah to kholafiyah; these changes are as a form to meet the needs of the
community in the face of global competition in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0 today.
The dynamics of the above changes must be balanced with institutional quality improvement;
pesantren graduates are expected to have scientific integrity between religion (mutafaqqih
fiddin) and mastery of knowledge, so that pesantren graduates truly become superior Islamic
educated people (centre for excellence) in entering the workforce while still holding fast to
the values of pesantren.
Thus as an effort to deliver the quality of pesantren education, the transformation of
pesantren education management is needed by involving a strict order between the roles of
the community and the government and paying attention to the standardisation of the
implementation of pesantren as stipulated in Pesantren Law No18, 2019. The management of
pesantren education after the enactment of the Pesantren Law gave birth to various
interpretations, including : a) as a form of recognition and independence of the government
towards the management of pesantren, b) as a legal foundation and recognition of the role of
pesantren in the community, c) the development of pesantren is not only an internal
responsibility of the pesantren, but also is the responsibility of the government as a domain in
increasing human resources, d) with the government's intervention in the management of
pesantren, it can cause the pesantren's uniqueness to decline, even it is projected to no longer
be an independent Islamic educational institution.
In this context, the quality management of pesantren education, is a concept built through
internalisation of the values of the Koran and al-Hadith as a basis, strategy, mechanism and
procedure for managing the quality of pesantren education, and is oriented to the needs of the
community, both within the internal organisation (internal customers) and the community
outside the organisation (external customers), through the process of identifying various
community needs and actualising in all the intended quality development programs. Practical
management of the quality of pesantren education can be carried out through three
approaches, including: 1) quality planning, pesantren quality planning is focused on meeting
the needs and expectations of the community (conformance to specification). Therefore, the
essence of pesantren quality planning involves several aspects, namely: identify community
needs; determine community needs; meet the needs of the community and create a quality
process, 2) quality control is an important part of ensuring that the quality management is in
accordance with established plans, c) quality improvement - improving the quality of
pesantren education can strengthen public trust in pesantren education.
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Thus the achievement of the quality of pesantren education is expected to be able to carry out
a process of continuous improvement, through several stages: first, plan - the leadership of
the pesantren must be able to formulate a plan to carry out a process of improvement, by
understanding the various problems being faced; second, do - pesantren leaders must be able
to actualise the plans that have been set; third, check - boarding school leaders must conduct
a process of observation of the overall plan referred, based on various analyses of some
weaknesses then the planning process is carried out in the next, fourth, act - the overall plan
to improve the quality of pesantren education; continuous improvement processes are carried
out and revolve in the first plan. Even though the quality has been achieved in accordance
with the needs and expectations of the community, the pesantren education continues to
develop and become the center of Islamic education in the future.
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